BUTLER 720
Electric wardrobe lift

Butler 720 is used in the lower and higher section of the wardrobes to provide easy, safe and convenient access
to clothes at the touch of a button.
Assisting people of all ages with varying needs and abilities and can be used in seated (wheelchair) or standing
positions.
Practical and functional it helps to reduce barriers and maximises usability of the space.
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The top part of a wardrobe is
inaccessible for a person in a wheelchair but with the help of BUTLER
720, the clothes can be lowered to a
comfortable position by simply
pressing a button.
The lower section of the wardrobe
can be utilised and designed for other
storage which can be more accessible
for everyone.

Functions and advantages

Specifications

• Motorised clothes rod, adjustable 70.4 cm downwards

Type of lift
Adjustability

• Maximum load 30 kg
• Telescopic clothes rod for cabinet with inner dimensions
54.5 to 156.8 cm
• Modern and discreet design
• Collision protection stops the lowering of the wardrobe rail if
it comes into contact with any object
• Silent motors that take up little space

Speed
Manoeuvring
Electricity
connection
Maximum load
on clothes rod
Fits cabinets
with width
Materials
Noise level
Warranty

Electric wardrobe lift that lowers the clothes rod in front of the wardrobe
Motorised clothes rod, steplessly adjustable 704 mm downwards,
614 mm outwards
47 mm/sec.
Wired manoeuvre device
Plug for 100-240VAC, 50/60hz, 2.0 A
30 kg
600-900 mm / 1000-1600 mm
Chromed steel parts, plastic cover
52 dB
2 year
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Butler 720-White
-Cover of white plastic RAL 9003, chromed steel parts

Butler 720-Grey
- Cover of grey plastic RAL 7035, chromed steel parts

Butler 720-Black
- Cover of black plastic RAL 9005, chromed steel parts

BUTLER 720
Cabinet width
(cm)

Hand control,
wired

Aluminium
button,
wired

60.0 - 90.0

720-060-0301

720-060-0101

100.0 - 160.0

720-100-0301

720-100-0101

Cabinet width
(cm)

Hand control,
wired

Aluminium
button,
wired

60.0 - 90.0

720-060-0306

720-060-0106

100.0 - 160.0

720-100-0306

720-100-0106

Cabinet width
(cm)

Hand control,
wired

Aluminium
button,
wired

60.0 - 90.0

720-060-0310

720-060-0110

100.0 - 160.0

720-100-0310

720-100-0110
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Distributor/Dealer in Australia

GRANBERG INTERIOR AB
Box 6112
600 06 Norrköping
Sweden
Tel: +46(0)11-19 77 50
Email: info@granberg.se
Internet: www.granberg.se

SINCE 1870

Inclusive Living
Australia
Tel: +61 1300 304 330
E-mail: sales@inclusiveliving.com.au
Internet: http://www.inclusiveliving.com.au
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